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Summary
Incidents this Month

69

Monthly Average

53



69 hostile incidents were recorded in Basra, representing a spike
in activity from the 47 witnessed the previous month.



No high-profile attacks (HPAs) took place.



IED events increased, rising from three to seven. All were
assessed as intimidatory in nature, with no casualties reported.



SAF rose this month, with 36 incidents detected in comparison
to 27 the previous reporting period. Tribal affiliated SAF also
increased from the nine events recorded in March to 15 in April.
This is assessed largely the result of security operations reducing
in frequency. Though the elevated ISF presence in the province
endured, the deterrent effect of this presence has continued to
diminish.



Monthly Trend
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Protest activity subdued, dropping to 25 events from the 31
observed in March. The majority focused on established
grievances such as the demand for employment, disbursement
of unpaid wages and improved municipal services. All were nonviolent in nature, though three sit-in demonstrations were
witnessed. Two occurred outside power stations in Najibiya and
Qurna, and one in the Basra Provincial Council Building in Ashar.
All were over delayed salary payments to public sector workers.

Figure 1: Basra Monthly Incident Levels April 2016 – April 2018
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Figure 2: Explosive Devices in Basra, April 2016 – April 2018

Incidents Overview


Tribal fighting saw a significant increase through April. Levels of tribal violence increased over April, returning
to levels recorded in the province prior to the commencement of the ‘Operation of the Hammer’. The total
number of SAF events increased from 27 in March, to 36 on April. Of these, 15 are assessed to have resulted
from tribal conflict, compared to nine tribally-motivated shootings in March. This is indicative that that an
elevated ISF presence in Basra no longer had the same deterrent effect observed over the previous two
months whilst the operation was being planned and when it was eventually initiated. Tribal fighting was
however slightly subdued over the latter half of April, likely as a result of continued security operations in the
province maintaining a consistent operational tempo. Despite an increase in tribal fighting observed over the
first half of April, levels are expected to remain subdued into early May, as security operations once again
ramp up ahead of the elections scheduled for 12 May.
From the outset of the month, on 1 April, tribal hostilities were observed in Fayhaa between members of the
al-Qatarani and al-Sada tribes, though no casualties were reported. On the same night, tribal SAF was
detected in Timimiyah during a clash between Fadoon and Idan tribesmen. Two were injured during the
fighting, including a passerby. Tribal violence between members of the Albu Zaleh and al-Shreifat tribes
escalated in Khor al-Zubayr, resulting in SAF and the arson of two residences. Two Albu Zaleh tribesmen were
also killed during the skirmish. The following day, fighting between the Nawfali and Dayrawi tribes was
witnessed in Tanuma, while in Qurna, an Awlfi tribesman was shot dead by members of the Beif Wafi. Another
outbreak of tribal conflict was detected in Zuwain on 7 April, involving the Sharamkha and Zargan. On 8 April,
two bouts of tribal fighting were detected in Abu Skhier. Although one was a relatively small-scale skirmish,
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the second, between members of the Bani Malik and Albu Bikeet tribes, resulted in the temporary closure of
Route Topeka. Later in the month, an exchange of SAF between the Bitoot and Garamsha tribes was reported
in Qarmat Ali on 20 April, while the Garamsha were also involved in another clash on 28 April, though this was
against Seyamar tribesmen in Tuba Wa al-Nakhila.
Several internal disputes amongst tribal groups were also recorded over the month, the first of which involved
members of the Dayrawi tribe on 5 April, resulting in an exchange of fire in Hartha. Midway through the
month, an internal dispute amongst members of the Ma’arda escalated to SAF in Ghumayij, while members
of the Tu’ma exchanged fire in Dayr. Finally, on 27 April an internal skirmish involved members of the Hajjaj
tribe in Huwayr.

Figure 3: Monthly Non-Tribal SAF / Tribal SAF incident comparison graph May 2017 – April 2018

Of the remaining 21 SAF events recorded in Basra over April, the majority were linked to criminality and
localised personal or financial disputes. There was however also a notable increase in politically-motivated
violence. Midway through the month, for instance, gunmen opened fire on a vehicle in Sai’i, south of Basra
City. Official sources reported that the occupants were political candidates, along with their entourages, three
of whom were wounded. Such attacks, either intimidatory or targeted assassination attempts, are likely to
escalate in the run up to elections.
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Figure 4: Monthly SAF incidents in Basra, April 2014 – April 2018



Explosive attacks increased from seven in March to 16 in April. As with SAF across Basra province, explosive
attacks increased over April. This growth was also likely resultant from a reduction in the deterrent effect
seen over March, when security operations ramped up province-wide. Furthermore, with upcoming elections
in May, a couple of attacks against coffee shops likely had a political angle.
The majority of explosive incidents over April were grenade attacks, of which nine were recorded over the
month, compared to four in March. All are assessed to have been intimidatory in nature due to the times the
attacks were perpetrated and the lack of any reported casualties. Civilian residences were targeted by HG
attacks in Fayhaa, Sharish, Mishraq, Hay al-Hussein, Dour al-Shurta and Hay al-Asdikaa. All were likely linked
with personal disputes and caused material damage only. On 5 April, two grenade attacks were attributed to
a historical tribal dispute in Hay al-Hussein. The victims accused members of the al-Ibrahim tribe of being
behind the linked double-grenade attack.
IED detonations also increased significantly, from three in March to seven in April. As with the aforementioned
grenade attacks, all IED attacks this month are assessed to have been intimidatory due to the sizes of devices
used and the times they were detonated. There were however minor injuries sustained to two children as a
result of one attack in Hay al-Muhandiseen on 15 April. In this incident, a device was emplaced outside a Liquid
Gas Company employee’s residence, and upon detonation, the children were struck with window shrapnel.
Nevertheless, due to the device being small in size and detonated late in the evening, it was likely intended to
intimidate rather than harm, and was likely linked to a personal dispute. On the same day, a locally
manufactured IED detonated in the early morning outside the home of a woman from the Halaf tribe in
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Muwafiqiya. No casualties were reported as a result of the attack, which may have stemmed from a tribal
dispute. Another potentially tribally-motivated IED attack was again reported on 15 April, in Fayhaa. In this
incident, a member of the Qatarani tribe unwittingly removed a device in a paper bag left outside his residence,
mistaking it for rubbish. It detonated half an hour later in an abandoned yard behind his home. The low yield
of the device – 200 grams – and the early morning discovery indicates this was an intimidatory attack. Toward
the end of the month, IED detonations were recorded outside tribal members’ homes in Faw and Dour alShurta. The first targeted the residence of a female Tamimi tribeswoman whilst the second detonated outside
the home of an unemployed Bazouni tribesman, causing damage to the front fence and victim’s vehicle. Given
the lack of casualties and the size of the devices, it is assessed highly likely that both represented intimidatory
attacks, most likely linked to localised disputes.
Finally, on 30 April, two IEDs detonated outside coffee shops in Qarmat Ali and Hartha. In both instances, the
explosives used were low-yield and caused material damage only, and are therefore assessed to have been
intimidatory. Coffee shops have previously been frequently targeted in Basra due to accusations over their
participation in activity deemed ‘Haram’ (forbidden) under Islam, such as the sale of alcohol or narcotics.
Conservative religious factions are highly likely to have conducted these attacks in an attempt to highlight their
pious credentials prior to the upcoming elections, namely by targeting such establishments to garner support.


Violent crime figures increased over April. Overall levels of violent crime increased, with 32 detected
incidents in comparison to 23 in March. High rates of crime endured in Hay al-Muhandiseen and West Khamsa
Meel, though the biggest rise this month was recorded in Hayaniya.
Four kidnaps were reported, all involving local nationals. Most notably, a police Captain was abducted in
Junaina by unknown gunmen. He was released unharmed five days later. Reporting suggests this incident was
likely linked to a case he had investigated.
At least three armed robberies took place, which included two carjackings in Qibla and Shatt al-Arab, and the
theft of large sums of money from a car intercepted by unidentified armed assailants near the Hamdan
Industrial area.



Protest activity for April in line with recent reporting. Following the spike in protest activity recorded in
March with 31 reported events, the number of demonstrations decreased in April, with 25 events noted,
more in line with the monthly average. The vast majority of protests focused on established themes, namely
calling for improved service provision and demands for employment. Several politically-motivated events
were also held however, relating to both domestic and international affairs.
Early in the month, demonstrations were held over the poor provision of municipal services, taking place in
Ashar outside the Basra Provincial Council (BPC) building, as well as in Timimiyah and in Huriya Square. The
following week, residents gathered for a second time in Timimiyah to protest the poor provision of services.
Toward the end of April, in Asmai, local residents gathered to demand that work to upgrade the sewage
network in the area resume, alongside demands for roads to be paved and new schools built. Further localised
civil action over these issues is likely, as there appears to have been little to no progress made on the
implementation of regeneration projects in the aforementioned areas.
Employment-related grievances were also numerous over April, beginning with a gathering of approximately
60 people in Madaina outside the Local Council building, in which participants demanded employment from
the Municipality. On 7 April, sit-in demonstrations were held by employees outside Najibiya and Qurna power
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stations over the lack of permanent contracts for contracted workers and the non-payment of wages for over
three months. Similarly, a demonstration was held outside the Basra Provincial Council (BPC) building on 15
April by sewage workers who claimed they had not been paid for three months. Recent graduates in Ashar
meanwhile gathered to demand employment in the public sector outside the Basra office of the House of
Representatives. Further south in Faw, another group of graduates demonstrated outside a crude oil storage
facility to petition the Basra Oil Company for jobs in the locality. Also related to the oil sector, residents from
Seeba assembled outside the gates of Seeba oilfield during its opening ceremony to demand employment
and the improved provision of municipal services in the locality.
Two protest events were held over the appointment of a new Basra Police Chief, Major General Jassim alSa’adi. The first was a march organised from the Corniche area in Shatt al-Arab to the BPC building and the
second a demonstration in Hakimiyah. Both events are assessed to have been initiated by members of the
outgoing Police Chief’s tribe, the al-Mayah. This appointment also provoked a wider political debate over the
separation of Federal and Provincial powers, an issue that may spark further civil action particularly as
elections draw nearer. With regarding to the upcoming vote, two election-related protests occurred on 20
April. In Jameat, members of the Bazouni tribe turned out to support candidates from their tribe running for
election while supporters of Tamimi tribal Shiekh, Muzahim al-Tamimi, assembled in large numbers near the
new Tanuma Bridge in Tanuma.
On the international front, a reactionary protest occurred outside the BPC in response to recent
announcements by senior Saudi officials indicating a Saudi Consulate would soon open in Basra. It is thought
that this civil action was instigated by members of local militia groups. Protestors additionally gathered on
the Corniche in Ashar to object to the tripartite airstrikes conducted in Syria by the United Kingdom, France
and United States.

Figure 5: Non-tribal violent crime in Basra, April 2018*
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*Methodology: The figure 4 crime map demonstrates detected violent crime, including criminally-motivated IEDs and
grenades, in Basra city. The districts are divided along demographic similarities. This graphic does not include tribal SAF.


Military Activity in Basra Province:
Date

Incident

Attack

29 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

Emergency Police Battalions conducted a security operation in Ashar.

27 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF arrested 27 men in Shafi, one for murder and the others for being
suspected accomplices.

26 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF conducted security operations in Basra City. These were launched
in the districts of Hay al-Hussein, Ashar, Jumhuriyah and al-Sai’i.

21 Apr 2018

UXO FIND

ERW were found inside a refuse bin on al-Watani Street in Ashar. This
included 60 120mm mortar rounds, two 82mm mortar rounds and
one 100mm artillery shell. The cache was removed by an EOD Team
without incident.

20 Apr 2018

CACHE FIND

ERW were found inside refuse bins behind the Basra Chamber of
Commerce in Manawi Basha. This included varying types and calibres
of ammunition. Civil Defense teams removed the cache without
incident.

20 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF conducted security operations in Qibla, Hay al-Jihad, Hay alMuhandiseen, Maqil and Farahidi in Basra City.

18 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

BaOC troops conducted security operations in central and southern
Basra City and Zubayr.

17 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

A security operation was conducted in Ghumayij following tribal SAF
the previous day, resulting in 37 arrests.

16 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

A joint force conducted security operations in the districts of Asmai,
Ashar, Jumhuriyah and Ribat, Basra City.

15 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF conducted operations in Asmai, Abu al-Khasib and Dayr.

12 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

A security operation was launched in the districts of Muwafiqiya,
Ashar, Jumhuriyah, Asmai and Basra al-Qadima in Basra City.

11 Apr 2018

HG FIND

EOD teams control detonated a grenade found in Hay al-Askary,
Zubayr.
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11 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

Search and arrest/security operations were conducted in Muwafiqiya,
Zubayr and Qibla. Meanwhile, the BaOC arrested 75 people for their
involvement in an armed tribal skirmish in Abu Skhier.

8 Apr 2018

HG FIND

EOD Teams removed a grenade from a civilian residence in Hay alHussein without incident.

8 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

A joint force conducted a search and arrest operation in Zubayr.
Additional operations were launched in Hay al-Muhandiseen, Abu alKhasib and Sabkhat al-Arab.

5 Apr 2018

UXO FIND

ERW were discovered in the Zubayr Farms area. Three mortar shells
and two cannon shells were removed without incident by an EOD
Team.

4 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF initiated security operations in Muwafiqiya and Shatt al-Arab.

1 Apr 2018

ISF OPS

ISF initiated security operations in Basra al-Qadima, Hay alMuhandiseen, Hay al-Hussein, Hartha and Zubayr.

PMU Activity Tracker. In line with reporting last month, PMUs were once again vocal over Turkish military
operations in northern Iraq. Shia cleric and leader of the Peace Brigades, Muqtada al-Sadr, was particularly
active in condemning Turkish incursions into Iraqi territory, while once again expressing his rejection to the
presence of any foreign troops in the country in an open letter to the media on 4 April. In his letter, Sadr
attempted to stoke-up anti US sentiments by calling foreign forces ‘invaders’, and by vowing resistance
against US troops that remain in the country. While Sadr had previously accused the US of allowing the Islamic
State (IS) to emerge in Iraq, this latest statement came just ahead of the official start of the election campaign,
where the future of any US/Coalition presence in Iraq will almost certainly be a key topic. As such, antiwestern sentiments are likely to escalate in the short-term, particularly amongst political blocs aligned to PMU
forces, though physical confrontations/direct attacks on western interests remain unlikely. Such activity
should not however be discounted given anti-western sentiments amongst a number of PMU factions. In a
continuation of this rhetoric, Sadr also condemned the visit of the British Ambassador to a holy shrine in Najaf
and warned the US against any military action in Syria that could cause harm to Shia holy sites in the country.
Elsewhere, the spokesperson of the Harakat al-Nujaba militia group, Hashm al-Musawi, also warned that any
military action by the US in Syria would have serious consequences for the whole region, and threatened
resistance against any activity.
Political reporting was largely dominated by the upcoming elections and a politically-motivated assassination.
On 28 April, Qassim al Zubaidi, the Director of Finance for the Popular Mobilisation Committee, was killed in
Baghdad City by unidentified gunmen who stormed his residence and executed him. While the direct motive
behind the attack is yet to be ascertained, it certainly had political undertones. Zubaidi, for instance, was
reportedly a key player in the political maneuverings to provide PMUs with equitable benefits afforded to the
ISF without being subsumed within them, a key campaign platform for PMU political affiliates. Furthermore,
Zubaidi was also a key aide to Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, the head of the Popular Mobilisation Committee.
Militarily, PMUs were again involved in widespread security operations against IS remnants, though at lower
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frequency, targeting militants in northern, north central and western Iraq. In late April, a notable attack was
staged on PMU forces stationed in the village of Qora Tuba, Yaiji district, near Kirkuk City limits in Tamim. 15
IS operatives attacked the PMU position with light and medium weaponry and SVIEDs, reportedly killing five,
including a senior PMU commander. The ability of insurgents to stage such an attack was likely facilitated by
a notable reduction in offensive ISF/PMU operations. In Anbar, for instance, IS attacked PMUs stationed near
Rawa, reportedly killing 16 soldiers and capturing four others. Additionally, near Haditha, three PMU
members were injured when insurgents detonated an IED on their vehicle. The wounded fighters were then
shot and killed. Such attacks demonstrate continued operational capabilities of IS insurgents, with further
activity directed toward PMUs assessed as highly likely in northern and western Iraq.
In Basra, an attack was staged against the headquarters of the Saraya al-Khorasani (SaK) PMU on Sailo Street
in Jubayla on 4 April. In this incident, an unidentified gunman opened fire at the building, wounding a security
guard. Though the motivation behind the attack is unknown, it is likely that it related to a localised dispute.
Previous attacks against PMUs have also been reported in the province, such as the detonation of a sound
bomb outside the offices of Kata’ib Jund al-Alam in Tuwaysa on 5 August 2017. Checkpoint activity in Basra
remained high in April, likely due to the increased presence of ISF associated with the ‘Operation of the
Hammer’. Most incidents were recorded at the Arches CP in Qarmat Ali, where a number of drugs-related
arrests were made. Additional arrests were made at the Airport CP, the Navy CP in Zubayr, the Zubayr Bridge
CP, a CP in Madaina, the Sidra CP and the Jawabir CP. In addition to narcotics offenses, individuals were also
detained for possession of illegal weapons or for not being in possession of official documentation. One of
the arrests made at the Airport CP was under Article 4 (Terrorism) charges, though the individual apprehended
was not linked to Sunni insurgency. Rather, Article 4 arrests are wide-ranging and are often used by the
authorities to detain known criminals. Due to increased scrutiny at checkpoints over the polling period in May,
expatriate personnel may experience delays when traversing through CPs across the southeast. Increased
calls for the removal of foreign troops from Iraq by PMUs are expected to heighten anti-western sentiments
during election campaigning, though direct attacks targeting western interests in Basra are unlikely.
Nevertheless, such sentiments may cause disruptions at PMU-run CPs.


Persian Gulf maritime security. For a successive month, there were no reported cases of maritime piracy in
the Persian Gulf or the adjacent Gulf of Oman. The maritime security environment remained stable despite
several hostile incidents reported at the ports of Umm Qasr and Faw. Following on from two grenade attacks
and an armed exchange reported last month in Faw, an IED attack was reported in April. While rare in Faw, a
recent increase in explosive incidents may pose a collateral risk to operations. Other than this, activity in both
ports remained within established parameters. Most events were comprised of criminal incidents, fraud and
illegal crossings into neighbouring territorial waters.
As discussed, the most significant incident in Faw was the detonation of a locally manufactured IED on 20
April. The device was left outside the residence of a Tamimi tribeswoman and caused only material damage
when it detonated. As such, it is assessed to have been intimidatory in nature and was likely linked to a
personal or tribal dispute. Another high-profile incident in the district was a protest held by graduates on 18
April outside a crude oil storage facility. Here, attendees gathered to demand employment from the Basra Oil
Company, though the demonstration was relatively small in size and proceeded peacefully. Additional
incidents in Faw included the arrest of three men for murder and the arrest of one man for gambling. On 4
April, seven men were also arrested for crossing the international maritime boundary between Iraq and Iran
in Faw. Most activity in Umm Qasr involved the seizure of illegally transported items. Notably, Customs Police
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seized a container with a hidden vehicle, 2280 boxes of illegal medication and five vehicles with false
documentation. Three men were also arrested for murder on 14 April. Finally, a peaceful sit-in protest was
held on 10 April by port-workers after 100 of their colleagues were dismissed. No major disruptions were
however reported as a result of this protest.
Though not recorded in either the ports of Umm Qasr and Faw, a fire occurred on a stationary dining vessel
docked near Maqil on the Shatt al-Arab on 16 April. An electrical fault caused the fire, resulting in the death
of one man and minor burn injuries to a second. This incident is demonstrative of additional risks to Iraqi
shipping, namely those associated with accidents and malfunctions which have caused injuries and deaths in
the past.
Although no acts of piracy were committed in the Persian Gulf or the neighbouring Gulf of Oman over April,
one incident was recorded in the Gulf of Aden approximately 990 nautical miles south of Iraq. Although it is
unclear if the Merchant Vessel (MV) was attacked, attempted boarding’s and sightings are regular occurrences
in the area. Although this incident did not occur within close proximity of the Persian Gulf, it is indicative of a
wider threat to maritime security in the region, particularly off the coasts of Yemen and Somalia where hostile
activity remains prevalent. While attacks are assessed as less likely in the Persian Gulf owing to the presence
of international navies, they should not be discounted as suspicious activity is sometimes observed nearby in
the Gulf of Oman.
In other developments, the Chinese Navy deployed a fleet of 50 warships from the Malacca Straits to the
Persian Gulf and Gulf of Aden, as part of an international effort to stem piracy off the Somali coast.
Additionally, the UK opened a Persian Gulf military base in Bahrain. The UK Naval Support Facility houses up
to 500 Royal Naval personnel and is intended to ensure oil shipments traversing the region are given extra
security against acts of piracy. As a result of both developments, and the presence of additional international
navies, maritime security in the Persian Gulf is expected to remain stable.

Figure 6: Persian Gulf maritime security April 2018
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Outlook


The outlook for Basra Province remains stable. Activity is expected to adhere to existing patterns and remain
within established parameters. Kidnaps, SAF, murders, and intimidatory IEDs will form the majority of activity.
These activities will be driven primarily by personal and financial disputes, as well as general criminality.
Incidents targeting cafés and suspected drug traffickers indicate the likely renewal of a campaign of violence
outwardly targeting businesses and individuals suspected in the facilitation of ‘Haram’ activities. Such attacks
are expected to continue sporadically and may peak during the May elections, alongside an uptick in
politically-motivated violence.
Though the insurgent footprint is low in the southeast, militant actors still retain the capacity to mount
complex assaults in Iraq’s southern provinces, as demonstrated by the high-profile attack in Dhi Qar on 14
September 2017. As IS converts to a decentralized insurgency following its loss of territory in Iraq, attempted
retaliatory violence in Basra is possible, though the threat is currently assessed as low. Furthermore, the
upcoming election period presents attractive timing for insurgent groups fundamentally opposed to the
democratic process to conduct attacks. The general threat level will remain elevated during this period,
particularly over the week in advance of polling on 12 May, extending into the immediate future following
the conclusion of the vote. This threat will be mitigated however, by the implementation of enhanced security
measures in the run-up to, and on polling day.



Sporadic tribal fighting will continue. Tribal fighting is expected to continue to adhere to a natural rhythm,
fluctuating independently of outside variables and often flaring up with little or no warning. Activity is
expected to continue to be most prevalent north of Basra City in areas adjacent to Route Topeka. Despite
ongoing security operations across the province, levels of tribal hostilities have begun to return to levels prior
to the commencement of the campaign. While figures are likely to remain lower during elections in May, due
to increased security measures across the province, levels of tribal hostilities are expected to once again
increase as operations draw down.
Over the course of April, several tribal conflicts have the potential to see retaliatory violence, particularly in
Khor al-Zubayr, where two members of the Albu Zaleh tribe were killed during a clash with al-Shreifat
tribesmen. Further outbreaks of violence are anticipated in Qurna, where an Awlfi tribesman was shot dead
by members of the Beif Wafi and a member of the Sharamkha tribe was murdered by three unknown
assailants, and in Abu Skhier, where Route Topeka was temporarily closed due to a SAF exchange between
the Bani Malik and Albu Bikeet. Further hostility related to this conflict cannot be discounted, especially as
both factions are well known for defending their interests using violence. The close proximity of the tribal
groups to each other in Abu Skhier will also likely contribute to heightened tensions enduring. Additionally,
there is the potential for localised violence in Qarmat Ali, Hartha, Huwayr and Tuba Wa al-Nakhila, where a
number of historical disputes escalated into SAF over April. Without tribal mediation in place and recurrent
violence in these areas between Garamsha tribesmen and rival groups, further hostilities are likely.



Political rivalries will build. A marked rise of provincial political tensions and rivalries will be observed as local
politicians seek to gain ascendancy ahead of polling and attempt to displace blame for a perceived lack of
progress. The intensification of political conflicts is expected to result in an increase in low-level hostile activity
against party interests in southern Iraq. Localised reports of below-average service provision are likely to be
exacerbated by certain prominent figures to advance their political agendas.
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Protest activity will increase as budget cuts take effect. Concerns over Basra’s budget allocation for the 2018
National Budget will continue to cause unrest with regard to service provision and public projects, such as the
continuation of sewage works and the paving of roads. Further cutbacks are expected to hasten declining
living standards as well as increasing unemployment rates. This will drive protest activity, which may turn
progressively more disruptive should basic service provision not be met. Demonstrations driven by
employment-related grievances are largely expected to remain low-level, causing only minor, temporary
disruption. This however may increase in hostility levels given the deteriorating employment situation. With
temperatures starting to rise, electricity consumption will begin to put a strain on infrastructure, likely
prompting localised protest activity. Although activity over the government’s privatisation program has
subdued over recent months, demonstrations over the issue recently re-emerged in Dhi Qar and Muthanna
over April. Dhi Qar was previously the epicenter for a campaign of civil action to end the implementation of
this reform, which spread throughout southeastern Iraq. As such, anti-electricity privatization protests are
likely to re-emerge in Basra in the short term, particularly as tribal leaders have endorsed civil action. Reports
have emerged that water levels in the Euphrates and Tigris are well-below expected levels, with resultant
water shortages expected to provoke demonstrations.



Budgetary cutbacks are also expected to continue to drive low-level crime. A rise in unemployment caused
by a reduction in public spending is expected to drive a gradual increase in the frequency of financially
motivated crime such as theft and kidnap-for-ransom. This will remain largely non-violent and centered on
the civilian population, in-line with existing trends of criminal activity in Basra.



Maritime security in the Persian Gulf is expected to remain stable. Attacks related to piracy have reduced
over recent years. Although the threat of commercial vessels being approached or attacked still exists, this is
assessed as low. Pirates operating in the wider region have traditionally been well-armed and typically use
skiffs launched from mother vessels. Piracy however is not expected to have a destabilizing effect on the
maritime security environment of the Persian Gulf owing to the high presence of international navies
operating in the region. The majority of security incidents in the ports of Umm Qasr and al Faw are likely to
remain within established parameters. These will mostly be comprised of arrests for illegal smuggling and
fraud, and the interdiction of Iraqi sailors by the Iranian coastguard for encroachment into Iranian territorial
waters. High-profile attacks in the area are assessed as a low likelihood, with explosive incidents only
occurring on a sporadic basis.
There is also the potential for future shipping accidents. Such accidents were previously observed with the
Khor Abdullah disaster in August 2017, in which a glitch with one of the vessel’s steering systems was blamed,
as well as an accidental collision on 8 December 2017 in Umm Qasr. Accidents over past years have been
blamed on mechanical glitches and overloading. A lack of operational expertise has also been cited as a cause
for accidents, and so analogous incidents are likely to be repeated.
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DATE

EVENT

COMMENT

2 May 18

al-Sha’baniyah

Religious Event, Karbala

15 – 17 June 18

Eid al-Fitr

National Holiday

21 – 24 August 18

Eid al-Adha

National Holiday

11 September 18

New Hijiri Year

National Holiday, Shia

21 September 18

Ashura

National Holiday, Shia

30 October 18

al-Arba-iniyah

Religious Event, Karbala

11 November 18

Birth of the Prophet
Mohammad

National Holiday

*Muslim holidays are often determined by local sightings of lunar phases; dates given are approximate.

Abbreviations and Acronyms
AAH

Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (League of the Righteous)

LN

Local National

BFA

Basra First Alliance

MO

Modus Operandi

BPC

Basra Provincial Council

NSTR

Nothing significant to report

EOD

Explosive Ordnance Disposal

PMU

Popular Mobilisation Units

GOI

Government of Iraq

PPL

Provincial Powers Law (Law no. 21)

HG

Hand Grenade

PSC

Private Security Company

IA

Iraqi Army

PSD

Private Security Detail

IDF

Indirect Fire

RPG

Rocket Propelled Grenade

IED

Improvised Explosive Device

SAF

Small Arms Fire

ISF

Iraqi Security Forces

SoL

State of Law coalition

IS

Islamic State

SVIED

Suicide Vest IED

IP

Iraqi Police

UVIED

Under-Vehicle IED

IZ

International Zone

UXO

Unexploded Ordnance

IGFC

Iraqi Ground Forces Command

VBIED

Vehicle Borne IED
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Constellis is a leading provider of risk management, protective security, crisis management and enabling support services to
governments, international organizations and major corporations across the globe. We specialize in serving the energy,
construction, extractives, critical infrastructure, development and national security sectors—assisting our clients in
understanding risk and in conducting their operations safely and securely, no matter their location. Constellis takes pride in our
strict adherence to an exacting code of ethics and rigorous focus on standards and compliance—reinforcing the pioneering role
we play in fostering stability, efficiency and sustainable economic development.

Representing client interests around the world, we maintain operations in more than 25 countries as well as a global network
of strategic and local partners. Connected via our state-of-the-art operations command and control centres, we provide a rapid
response capability spanning North America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Constellis is headquartered just outside
Washington, D.C. in the United States, and possesses regional offices in the UAE, UK, Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria and Kenya. The
core values underpinning our operating philosophy are the provision of international best practices while conducting all
activities with respect for people, cultures and traditions; to uphold the principles of integrity, reliability and trust; to build
capacity through knowledge transfer and to strengthen and empower local economies and communities.

Ultimately, our commitment is to prioritize local talent and local suppliers and to develop a profound understanding of the
societal, legislative and operational situation ‘on the ground’. This affords us and our clients a unique freedom of movement
and enables us to create safe and secure environments in a discrete and sustainable manner.

For more information about Constellis, please visit our website at: www.constellis.com
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Constellis’ intelligence analysts and security consultants produce bespoke political and
security reports, threat assessments and security risk assessments to inform decisions
and to protect people and assets across Iraq and the Middle East.

For more information on this report
please contact:

Will Dennis
Security Analyst
william.dennis@constellis.com
For all enquiries on Constellis’
advisory & consulting services please
contact:

Mark Allison
Vice President
Crisis & Risk Services
mark.allison @constellis.com

www.constellis.com

THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. CONSTELLIS, MAKES NO
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT WILL BE
TIMELY OR ERROR-FREE. IN NO EVENT SHALL CONSTELLIS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER
DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF OR RELIANCE ON
INFORMATION AVAILABLE WITHIN THIS REPORT. IN USING THIS INFORMATION, YOU ARE USING
IT AT YOUR OWN RISK AND AGREE TO THE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS PROVIDED HERE.
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